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“Underquoting At Auctions - Getting It Right”  
Article by Bruce Renowden 

(This article was written in July 2009 to clarify and simplify one of the most 
controversial aspects of selling real estate in Melbourne. I wrote it in response to the 
ACCC and certain media commentators, who in my view plainly fail to understand 
the real forces at work in the property market place. Their words and actions rather 
than educate, are inflammatory, and do little to better equip buyers who are 
understandably frustrated with buying in a strong market - choosing instead to 
constantly lay blame at the feet of the selling agents. 

As a selling agent and auctioneer for 18 years before becoming a buyer’s agent, I 
am in little doubt that “rattling the sabre” over the selling agents head and imposing 
senseless regulations, is nothing more than an emotional, reactionary and for the 
ACCC, a political response. Apart from lacking insight, the end result is more likely 
to make the buying process more difficult and controversial, not simpler.) 

 

Underquoting At Auctions - Getting It Right    

“What is “underquoting” at property auctions?”  

According to many, if a property sells for well in excess of a pre-auction price guide 
– say 20% or more, then this property has been “underquoted”. The underquoting 
accusation comes in alleging the agents representing the seller, have been 
“deceptive” and “dishonest” by misleading the buyers as to a likely sale price.  

Once again, as the property market hots up and buyers compete to buy, frustration 
at missing out in a tough market, turns to blaming the agents...  

 

Click here if you would like to read the full article                                                                                             
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